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Abstract—On the basis of analyzing the principles of the quantum
rotation gates and quantum controlled-NOT gates, a novel
quantum neural networks model is proposed in our paper. In this
model, the input information is expressed by the qubits, which, as
the control qubits after rotated by the rotation gate, control the
qubits in the hidden layer to reverse. The qubits in the hidden
layer, as the control qubits after rotated by the rotation gate,
control the qubits in the output layer to reverse. The networks
output is described by the probability amplitude of state | 1 in
the output layer. The learning algorithm is derived and discussed
based on the gradient descent algorithm. It has been shown in
two application examples of pattern recognition and function
approximation that this new quantum neural network model is
superior to the standard BP networks with regard to their
convergence rate, number of iterations, approximation ability,
and robustness.
Keywords- quantum computing, quantum neural networks,
quantum gate, learning algorithm

I.

INTRODUCTION (HEADING 1)

In 1980s, Benioff firstly proposed the concept of quantum
computation[1]. Shor discussed the first quantum algorithm of
very large integer factorization[2] in 1994. In 1996, Grover
explored an important quantum algorithm, which can search
for a marked state in an unordered list[3]. Although the
quantum machines are not yet technologically feasible, the
quantum algorithms that can be applied on the quantum
computers are indeed interesting and significantly different
from the classical computing. As we know, fuzzy logic,
evolutionary computation, and neural networks are regarded as
intelligent computing (soft computing), and also have some
comparability with the quantum computation[4]. Therefore,
combination of these computing methods is emerging.
Different from the Hebbian learning, a quantum neural network
can be used for the enriched learning of neural networks.
Proposed by Penrose in 1989[5], the idea of quantum
information processing in the human brain is still a
controversial theory, which has not been experimentally
proved. However, the exploration of quantum information
devices is a promising research topic, because of the enhanced
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capacity and speed from the quantum mechanism. With such
characteristics as smaller size of quantum devices, larger
capacity of quantum networks and faster information
processing speed, a quantum neural network can mimic some
distinguishing properties of the brain better than the classical
neural networks, even if the real human brain does not even
have any quantum element. In a word, the quantum neural
networks have important research significance in both theory
and engineering.
Since Kak firstly proposed the concept of quantum neural
computation [6] in 1995, the quantum neural networks have
attracted great attention during the past decade, and a large
number of novel techniques have been studied for the quantum
computation and neural networks. For example, Ref. [7]
proposed the model of quantum neural networks with multilevel hidden neurons based on the superposition of quantum
states in the quantum theory. In 1998, a new neural network
model with quantum circuit was developed for the quantum
computation, and was proven to exhibit a powerful learning
capability [8]. Matsui et al. develop a quantum neural networks
model using the single bit rotation gate and two-bit controlledNOT gate. They also investigate its performance in solving the
four-bit parity check and the function approximation problems
[9]. Ref. [10] proposes the neural networks with the quantum
gated nodes, and indicates that such quantum networks may
contain more advantageous features from the biological
systems than the regular electronic devices. In our previous
work [11], we have proposed a quantum BP neural networks
model with learning algorithm based on the single-qubit
rotation gates and two-qubit controlled-NOT gates.
In this paper, we study a new neural networks model with
the quantum gated nodes. Our scheme is a three-layer model
with a hidden layer, which employs the gradient descent
principle for learning. The input-output relationship of this
model is derived based on the physical meaning of the quantum
gates. The convergence rate, number of iterations, and
approximation error of the quantum neural networks are
examined with different learning coefficients. Two application
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examples demonstrate that this quantum neural network is
superior to the standard BP networks (SBP).

II.

QUANTUM BITS AND QUANTUM GATES

A. Quantum bits
In the quantum computers, the „qubit‟ has been introduced
as the counterpart of the „bit‟ in the conventional computers to
describe the states of the circuit of quantum computation. The
two quantum physical states labeled as | 0 and | 1 express 1
bit information, in which | 0 corresponds to the bit 0 of
classical computers, while | 1 bit 1. Notation of “ |  ” is called
the Dirac notation, which is the standard notation for the states
in the quantum mechanics. The difference between bits and
qubits is that a qubit can be in a state other than | 0 and | 1 . It
is also possible to form the linear combinations of the states,
namely superpositions:

|     | 0   | 1 
where  and  are complex numbers, called probability
amplitudes. That is, the qubit state |   collapses into either
| 0



state with probability

probability 

2

2

, or | 1

state with

, and we have



2

 

2

 1 

Hence, the qubit can be described by the probability
amplitudes as [ ,  ]T .
Suppose we have n qubits, and correspondingly, a n
qubits system has 2 n computational basis states. Similar to the
case of a single qubit, the n qubits system may form the
superpositions of 2 n basis states:
|  



x( 0,1) n

a x | x 

where a x is called probability amplitude of the basis
states | x , and „ {0, 1} ‟ means „the set of strings of length two
with each letter being either zero or one‟. The condition that
these probabilities can sum to one is expressed by the
normalization condition:
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x( 0,1) n

B. Quantum gate and its representation
In the quantum computation, the logic function can be
realized by applying a series of unitary transform to the qubit
states, which the effect of the unitary transform is equal to that
of the logic gate. Therefore, the quantum services with the
logic transformations in a certain interval are called the
quantum gates, which are the basis of performing the quantum
computation.
The definition of a single qubit rotation gate is given:

cos
R( )  
sin 

 sin  

cos 

cos  0 
Let the quantum state |    
 , and |   can be
sin  0 
transformed by R( ) as follows:
cos( 0   ) 
R( ) |    
 
sin ( 0   )
It is obvious that R( ) shifts the phase of |   . The
prototypical multi-qubit quantum logic gate is the controlledNOT or CNOT gate. This gate has two input qubits, namely the
control qubit and target qubit, respectively..
The action of this gate can be described as the following. If
the control qubit is set to 0, the target qubit is left alone. If the
control qubit is set to 1, the target qubit is flipped [12].
In the two-qubit controlled-NOT gate, how to condition on
a single qubit set is obvious. This condition can be generalized
to the multi-qubits controlled-NOT gate. Suppose we have
n +1 qubits, and X is a single qubit NOT gate. We define the
multi-qubits controlled-NOT operation C n (X ) by [12]
C n (| x1 x 2  x n  |   ) | x1 x 2  x n  | X x1x2 xn |   

where x1 x 2  x n in the exponent of X is the product of the
bits x1 , x 2 ,  , x n . That is, the operator X is applied to the last
one qubit (the target qubit), if the first n qubits (the control
qubits) are all equal to one. Otherwise, no action is taken.
Assume that the control qubits are given by
| x i   a i | 0  bi | 1 , where i  1,2,  , n . When the target
qubit |    | 0 , the output of the multi-qubits controlled-NOT
gate can be described:

| a x | 2  1 
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In this paper, a new Quantum Gate Neural Networks model
(QGNN) is proposed, as illustrated in Fig.1, where
| x1  , | x 2  ,  , | x n  are the network input, | h1 , | h2 ,  , | h p 
are the output of the hidden layer, and | y1  , | y 2  ,  , | y m  are
the output of the output layer.
Figure 1. Networks model with quantum gated nodes

A. Quantum state description of training samples
For the training samples in the n-dimension Euclidspace X  ( x1, x2 ,, xn )T , where x i  [ a i , bi ] , the transformation
to realize the quantum state description of the training samples
is defined as:

| X   [| x1 , | x2 , , | xn ] ,



 j  arcsin 








j  1,2, , p , k  1,2,  , m .



sin  i   ij  ,  k  arcsin 
i 1


n

| ym 



p
j 1





sin  j   jk 


.
In this paper, we define the output of the nodes in each
layer as the probability amplitude of the corresponding state, in
which | 1 is observed. Thus, the actual output of our networks
is rewritten as follows:
h j  sin(  j ) 




p

yk 

j 1



n

i 1

sin(  i   ij ) ,

(12)

sin(  j   jk )


sin  arcsin 
j 1
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. (13)

T

 2 ( xi  a i ) 
 .
sin 

 bi  ai 

E

B. Output of nodes in every layer
Let | xi   cos  i | 0  sin  i | 1 . According to Eqs. (6)-(8),
the output of each layer of our networks can be written:
| h j   cos( j ) | 0 



n

i 1

sin(  i   ij ) | 1

 cos( j ) | 0  sin(  j ) | 1



p
j 1

sin(  j   jk ) | 1

 cos( k ) | 0  sin(  k ) | 1
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| y2 



C. Parameters update in every layer
In this QGNN model, the parameters to be updated are the
rotation angles of the quantum rotation gates in every layer.
y1 , ~
y 2 ,, ~
y m . The
Suppose the desired normalized outputs are ~
evaluation function is defined:

 2 ( xi  ai ) 
 2 ( xi  ai ) 
 | 0  sin 

| xi   cos

 b  a  | 1
i
i
 bi  ai 



| y k   cos( k ) | 0 

| hp 

(9)

where


 2 ( xi  ai ) 

 cos 

 bi  ai 


 p 2  pm

| y1 

where i  1,2,  , n , and

NEURAL NETWORKS BASE ON QUANTUM GATED
NODES

T

 p1

| 0

It is observed from Eq.(8) that the output of C n (X ) is in
the entangled state of n  1 qubits, and the probability of the
target qubit state, in which | 1 is observed, equals to

III.



| 0

, (10)



m
k 1

(~
yk  yk ) 2 / 2 .

(14)

According to the gradient descent algorithm, the gradient of
the rotation angles of the quantum rotation gates in every layer
can be calculated as follows:

E


ij



m
k 1

( ~yk  yk ) yk ctg ( j   jk ) h j ctg (i  ij )
1  h 2j

, (15)

where h j  i 1 sin(  i   ij ) .
n

,

(11)
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E
 (~
y k  y k ) y k ctg( j   jk ) .
 jk

Hence, the rotation angles of the quantum rotation gates in
each layer are updated by following Eqs. (17)-(18):

 ij (t  1)   ij (t )  

E
,
 ij

(17)

E
,
 jk (t  1)   jk (t )  
 jk

and { jk (t )} .

where M denotes the number of the training samples, and m
denotes the dimension of the output vector.
Definition 2 (Average approximation error). Suppose
E1 , E 2 ,  , E N denote the approximation error of the N-th of
the networks training, respectively. The average approximation
error is defined:

E avg 

N

E

i

.

(20)

i 1

Definition 3 (Convergence). Suppose E denotes the
approximation error after all the iterations, and  denotes the
target error. If E   , the networks training is considered to
have converged.

The training algorithm of our QGNN is described in details
as follows.

Step 2. Initialize the QGNN networks parameters, i.e., the
nodes number of each layer, rotation angles  ij and  jk ,
learning coefficient  , target error  , and maximum of
iterations Max _ N . Set the current iteration t  0 .
Step 3. For each sample, calculate the actual output of the
network according to Eq.(13), and update the network
parameters using Eqs.(15)-(18).
Step 4. For all M samples, calculate the output error E i
Ei  Max | ~yik  yik |
i  1, , M
by
,where
.
Let
1 k  m

Emax  max( E1 ,, EM ) . If Emax   or t  Max _ N , go to Step 5.

Otherwise, t  t  1 , and return back to Step 3.
Step 5. Save  ij and  jk .
SIMULATIONS

To examine the effectiveness of the proposed QGNN, two
examples are used to compare it with the SBP in this section.
Our QGNN has the same structure and parameters as the SBP
in the simulations. Some relevant concepts are defined as
follows.
Definition 1 (Approximation error). Suppose ~
y and y
ij

ij

denote the desired output and actual output, respectively. The
approximation error is defined:

 C/ N .

(21)

A. Pattern recognition
The XOR problem is a typical benchmark for testing neural
networks learning algorithms, which is a nonlinear
classification problem. There are some local minima on its
irregular optimization surface. In our simulations, the XOR
problem has nine input patterns to classify, as shown in Fig.2,
where the circles belong to the 1st class, and rectangles the 2nd
class.

3
Vertical coordinates

Step 1. Represent the training samples by their quantum
states.

www.ijcit.com

1
N

Definition 4 (Convergence rate). Suppose N denotes the
total number of training trials, and C denotes the number of
convergent training trials. The convergence rate is:

ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION

V.

(19)

1i  M 1 j  m

(18)

where t is the current iteration, and  is the learning
coefficient. It can be seen from Eq.(13) that there exist many
global optimum solutions for the iteration sequences { ij (t )}

IV.

E  Max ( Max | ~
yij  yij |) ,

(16)

2
1
0
-1
-1

0

1

2

3

Horizontal coordinates
Figure 2. XOR problem in the simulations

Firstly, we investigate how the convergence rate changes
with regard to the learning coefficient. The networks structure
is set to be 2-10-1, the target error 0.1, and the maximum
number of iterations 15,000. The learning coefficient is from
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{0.1, 0.2, …, 1.0 }. This example is run for 100 times for each
learning coefficient of the QGNN and SBP. The convergence
rate of the QGNN is always at 100%, no matter how the
learning coefficient changes. However, the convergence rate of
the SBP significantly changes. When the learning coefficient is
0.1, the convergence rate of the SBP is 22%, and when the
learning coefficient is greater than 0.1, the maximum of the
convergence rate is only 69%. The comparison results of the
convergence rate are shown in Fig.3.
Next, we examine how the number of the iterations
changes, if the learning coefficient changes. The same example
is used and run for 100 times for each learning coefficient of
the QGNN and SBP. When the learning coefficient changes,
for the average iterations of the QGNN, the maximum and
minimum numbers are 687.70 and 275.01, respectively. The
difference between these two values is only 412.69. However,
in case of the SBP, the maximum and minimum numbers are
12,335.45 and 1,697.24, respectively. The difference is
10,638.21. The comparison results are depicted in Fig.4, which
demonstrate that the QGNN needs considerably less number of
iterations than the SBP.

Convergence rate (%)

100

y  (1.0  x1 

1
 x3 1.5 ) 2
x2

,

(22)

where x1 , x 2 , and x 3 are the integers in {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} . To
approximate this nonlinear function, we use 20 groups of
sample data, as in Table 1.
Firstly, we investigate how the approximation error changes
with the learning coefficient. The networks structure is chosen
to be 3-8-1, and the maximum of iteration 2,000. The learning
coefficient set is {0.1, 0.2, … , 1.0 }. This example is run for
100 times for each learning coefficient of the QGNN and SBP.
When the learning coefficient changes, the maximum and
minimum of the average approximation error of the QGNN are
0.0267 and 0.0083, respectively. The range of the maximum
and minimum is 0.0184, which is insensitive to the change of
the learning coefficient. However, for the average
approximation error of the SBP, the maximum and minimum
are 0.1958 and 0.0660, respectively. The range of change is
0.1298. The comparison results are shown in Fig.5, which
indicate that the QGNN is superior to the SBP concerning both
the approximation ability and robustness.

80
TABLE I.

60
40

QGNN
SBP

20

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8
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Learning coefficient
Figure 3. The convergence rate and learning coefficient

15000
Number of iterations

B. Function approximation
In this simulation, the following function is considered:

QGNN Avg
QGNN Max
QGNN Min
SBP Avg
SBP Max
SBP Min

10000

SAMPLE DATA FOR FUNCTION APPROXIMATION
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Figure 4. Example of a figure caption. (figure caption)
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Nevertheless, the change of the convergence rate of the SBP is
obvious. When the learning coefficient is smaller than 0.2, the
convergence rate of the SBP is 0.0%, and when the learning
coefficient is greater than 0.2, the maximum convergence rate
is only 64%. The simulation results are provided in Fig.7.

QGNN Avg
QGNN Max
QGNN Min
SBP Avg
SBP Max
SBP Min

0.3

0.2

100

0.1

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Learning coefficient

Convergence rate (%)

Approximation error

0.4

80
60
40
20

QGNN

Figure 5. Relationship between approximation error and learning coefficient

SBP

0

Secondly, we explore the relationship between the number
of the iterations and learning coefficient. The networks
structure is 3-8-1, the maximum of iterations is 50,000, and the
target error is 0.05. The learning coefficient set is {0.1, 0.2, … ,
1.0 } again. 100 independent trials are run for each learning
coefficient of the QGNN and SBP. When the learning
coefficient changes, the maximum average number of the
iterations of the QGNN is 2,684.91, and the minimum is only
111.64. The range of these two values is 2,573.27. However,
for the SBP, the maximum and minimum are 29,846.60 and
3,767.81, respectively, and the corresponding range is
26,078.79. The QGNN is compared with the SBP in Fig.6. It is
clearly visible that the QGNN is better than the SBP with
regard to the number of iterations.
4

Number of iterations

5

x 10

QGNN Avg
QGNN Max
QGNN Min
SBP Avg
SBP Max
SBP Min

4
3
2
1
0
0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Learning Confficient
Figure 6. Relationship between number of iterations and learning coefficient

We also investigate how the convergence rate behaves
when the learning coefficient changes. The networks structure
is 3-8-1, the target error is 0.05, and the maximum number of
iterations is 2,000. The learning coefficient is still from {0.1,
0.2, … , 1.0 }. This example has been run for 100 separate
times for each learning coefficient of the QGNN and SBP. The
convergence rate of the QGNN has always been at 100%,
independent of the change of the learning coefficient.
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Figure 7. Relationship between convergence rate and learning coefficient

It is worth pointing out that the slow convergence caused
by the well-known BP learning algorithm is a serious problem.
The learning efficiency of the BP algorithm has been
investigated in many ways. By analyzing the error saturation,
Ref.[13] discusses an error saturation handling technique to
prevent the nodes in the output layer from being saturated,
which can not only improve the learning efficiency but also
maintain the semantic meaning of the energy function. In
Ref.[14], a dynamic and adaptive BP neural networks model is
proposed by hybridizing the genetic algorithms, simulated
annealing and error back propagation to overcome their
disadvantages. It is demonstrated that the proposed model can
enhance the generalization ability. Ref.[15] studies the ability
of learning automata-based schemes in escaping from the local
minima, since the standard error back propagation usually fails
to find the global optimum. These learning automata-based
schemes have a better convergence capability than the
conventional methods. Ref.[16] proposes two novel
approaches, back propagation with magnified gradient function
and deterministic weight modification, to speeding up the
convergence rate and improving the global convergence
capability of the standard BP learning algorithm. Our QGNN is
different from the aforementioned techniques. With the
embedded quantum computation mechanism, multiple
attractors are generated in the QGNN. The existence of these
inbuilt periodic attractors leads to an efficient convergence of
the QGNN.
VI.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose a novel neural networks model
with the quantum gated nodes, and analyze the effects of the
learning coefficients on its performance. Our neural network
has three layers including a hidden layer, which employs the
gradient descent method for learning. With regard to the
convergence rate, classification and approximation ability,
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number of iterations, and robustness, it has been shown that the
proposed QGNN model is better than the SBP. We are going to
study more effective quantum neural networks and algorithms
based on the continuous-time evolution and Schrodinger‟s
equations.
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